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CAT BUS SERVICE, EXTENSION 
Grievance 

MR HYDE (Perth) [9.55 am]:  I grieve to the Minister Assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure.  
My grievance concerns the extension of the CAT bus service within the electorate of Perth.  We are fortunate to 
have two CAT routes within Perth; that is, the blue CAT service that travels north and south, and the red CAT 
service that travels east and west.  It is also fortunate that the blue CAT service operates on the weekends and 
after hours into Northbridge and across the railway line that divides the city.   

I urge the minister to consider extending the CAT bus service into East Perth because much redevelopment has 
occurred there.  I am glad that the Labor Government is again in control of the East Perth Redevelopment 
Authority project, which it began.  Through the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, Labor will commit to 
15 per cent of the area being allocated to affordable housing.   

Seniors and people with disabilities live in East Perth.  The retirees who live in East Perth are not overly-
endowed, rich pensioners, and their blocks of land are not worth more than a million dollars.  The retirees who 
do not have access to cars should be able to use free public transport in the inner city.  I urge the minister to 
make sure that this responsible Government ensures that the CAT bus system is fully funded.  Under the 
previous Government, the funding for the CAT system was augmented from consolidated revenue elsewhere in 
transport.  That is not fair, because the CAT system should be able to operate separately.  Around the world, 
systems such as this are funded through car bay fees.  It is entirely appropriate that our already low car bay fees 
should increase, so that a free inner city transport system can be funded fully, properly and without any 
encumbrance on the people who live in Doodlakine, Wyndham or elsewhere who need funds for their roads.  It 
is important that the CAT system is funded by the people in the inner city who can afford to pay.   

We on this side of the Chamber know that the great majority of wealth in this State is generated in the central 
business district.  Perth is the major tourism destination in this State.  It is important that tourists who visit Perth 
are able to access a clean, efficient, safe, friendly and free public transport system.  That would encourage them 
to stay an extra two days in Perth, and to visit regional Western Australia.  If we were able to extend the CAT 
system, it would be a boon for the City of Perth and for all the other excellent projects that our capital city’s local 
authority provides.  By extending the CAT system, we would be able to dovetail it into a whole-of-government 
approach.   

We have made other proposals for the provision of more affordable housing.  We want to make sure that people 
are able to get to our hospitals of excellence, our head offices and our museums and galleries that are located in 
the CBD quickly and efficiently.  Transport hubs must be used appropriately so that we get the best value from 
them.  We must ensure that people who visit Perth from Armadale or Wyndham are able to get into the CBD, 
and are then able to visit various parts of the CBD and the great electorate of Perth.  They can then conduct their 
business and enjoy Perth’s hospitality and the quality of life to which all Western Australians have access.  One 
of the big advantages of the CAT system is that people in wheelchairs are able to access it.  Through the Minister 
for Housing and Works, the Government has undertaken an enormous increase in public housing for people with 
disabilities in East Perth and the inner city.  It is important that the quality of life of those people is not impaired 
so that they can get to hospitals and go to cafes.  

It is important that we be able to extend the service.  I urge the minister to consider extending the service to 
include the Claisebrook railway station.  Claisebrook is the hub between the Armadale and Midland lines and the 
lines from the central business district.  It is important that there be a comprehensive, whole of transport 
approach to this matter.   

The Government’s other good news is that the new southern railway link from Mandurah and the other excellent 
southern electorates will allow the people living in those areas to travel by train to the central business district, 
where they can enjoy the Mediterranean climate that is experienced in the city.  A new Northbridge railway 
station will be created as part of this Government’s wonderful initiative.  The free central area transit buses will 
service the new station, so that someone who gets off the northern or southern line can be whizzed to the many 
attractions and important services in the central business district, such as welfare, health and hospital services.  
That person can carry out his business before getting back to the train line quickly, efficiently and safely.   

The other advantage of CAT buses is their sustainability and their benefits for the environment.  CAT buses use 
state-of-the-art technology.  All members are aware of the price of oil, which is again over the $US30 a barrel 
mark.  CAT buses use more efficient fuel technology.  They are not an encumbrance on the environment, so 
there is a benefit to society.  It is another encouragement for people not to use cars.  My relatives in Rockingham 
will not need to drive in their car to come to see me; they will be able to get on the train, get into a CAT bus and 
quickly get to my place.  As well as saving my relatives a few dollars from their pensions or hard-earned 
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superannuation, there are all-round benefits to society.  I know that there are a great many constraints on the 
budget, but I encourage the minister to seriously consider extending the CAT service to East Perth. 

MRS ROBERTS (Midland - Minister Assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) [10.02 am]:  I am 
sure all members of this Chamber are aware that the member for Perth is a strong advocate for his electorate and 
for public transport.  Many people in this State have no choice but to use public transport.  They are mainly those 
people in our community who do not drive.  By and large, the greatest proportion of those people are students 
and the elderly, especially many older women who do not drive.  The Government has a big responsibility to 
those people to provide a great public transport system in this State.  More importantly, the Government also 
recognises the importance of an excellent public transport system in encouraging more people to use public 
transport for the benefit of the environment.  The better our public transport system, the more people will be 
encouraged to use it.   

Members of this House are also aware that public transport was not a priority of the previous Government.  This 
Government is refocussing the priority on public transport.  The Labor Party made a pre-election commitment to 
boost public transport and to increase the level of security, service and availability of public transport.  Last 
weekend, I announced a security increase in both police and transit guards.  Police have already returned some 
spectacular results from just a couple of months of operation, which I detailed in a statement to the House 
yesterday.   

The State Government also recently announced extended ticket time use for public transport, and a freeze on 
pensioner and concession ticket prices.  The previous Government increased the price of tickets in some 
pensioner categories by more than 200 per cent.  This Government is pleased to protect the people who most 
need protection by freezing pensioner and student fares, because it recognises that many families do it pretty 
tough.  Extended ticket times have been announced.  Members will recall that under the previous Government, 
ticket validity times were cut from two hours to just one and a half hours for a short journey, and from three 
hours to two hours for longer journeys.  That has been restored.  That restoration will be provided at some cost to 
the Government, but it is worthwhile and is appreciated by many older people in our community who will once 
again be able to do a return trip to the shops, doctor, dentist, podiatrist or whatever within that two-hour period.  
It was almost impossible to do a return journey in one and a half hours.  By the time a person spent 40 minutes in 
travel time to his destination and back, it left little time for an appointment or shopping.  This change effectively 
means that many older people will need to buy only one ticket rather than two.   

I announced in June this year that the non-residential parking bay fees within the City of Perth would rise.  That 
was a relatively substantial increase in fees from $70 to $120 a bay.  However, the new fee compares more than 
favourably with the parking fees charged in places such as Sydney, where people are charged $800 for a bay.  
The new fee works out to just $10 a month, $2.50 a week, or 50c for each day of a five-day week.  A 
considerable number of bays throughout the city - 4 000 disabled bays and the like - are exempted from those 
fees.  The money collected from city parking fees is redistributed to the CAT bus system.  Members may recall 
that the previous Labor Government introduced the city clipper system, which began the process of taking 
money from parking bay fees in the city to pay for a free city public transport system.  That was converted to the 
CAT bus system in 1996.  I am pleased that the additional money raised through parking fees will enable the 
Government to not only continue to run the CAT bus system, but also extend it.  I am pleased to tell the member 
for Perth that the Department of Transport intends to expand the CAT fleet by six new buses, which will bring 
the total number of CAT buses in service to 26.   

It might also interest members to know that the CAT bus system was used on 4.2 million occasions last year.  
That is a weekly patronage of more than 81 000 people.  It is a big success story in getting people onto public 
transport in our city.  With the addition of six buses, I believe that the CAT bus system can be extended.  The 
Government is currently working with the member for Perth, the East Perth Redevelopment Authority and the 
City of Perth to examine routes for the CAT system in the East Perth area and further.  That would further extend 
the wonderful success story of CAT buses and free public transport in the city.  The Government occasionally 
receives gripes from those who must pay the parking bay licence fees, but it is a modest fee, which equates to 
just 50c a weekday.  It is not a significant burden.  However, in return, the Government can provide those 
property owners, the people who work in the city, the clients of those companies and the public with a wonderful 
free public transport system that benefits everyone. 

Mr Hyde:  Hear, hear! 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Grievances noted. 
 


